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Since 2013, the Family Drug Court Training and Technical Assistance (FDC
TTA) Program has hosted the Family Treatment Court (FTC) Learning
Academy, bringing FTC teams relevant research, information, and practice
examples to respond to emergent issues in the field. This year, the FTC
Learning Academy is shifting to the FTC Practice Academy to emphasize that
improving outcomes for families requires a change in practice.

FTC
Practice Academy

2021 Series

The Journey from Learning to Action  

The FTC Practice Academy is more than a webinar. Each of the series’ three
standalone courses provides teams with resources to transform learning
into strong policy and practice — and then turning that policy and practice
into improved outcomes for families. FTC teams are encouraged to
participate together in all components of each course but will benefit from
any single piece. Individual practitioners are also invited to participate, and
the FDC TTA team will provide resources to support individuals to explore
the topic with their team. Professionals who do not participate on an FTC
team are welcome to participate and apply these practiees to their work. All
components for each course will be shared on the FTC Practice Academy
webpage.
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ISSUE 4

Applying a Family-Centered, Problem-Solving Approach
to Family Treatment Court Staffing and Court Hearings
As the field prepares to celebrate National Reunification Month in June, this Practice
Academy course discusses key components of a family-centered, behavior-focused,
problem-solving approach in FTC pre-court staffing and court hearings. FTCs focused
primarily on a parent’s recovery when they first emerged in the mid-1990s. Over the
past decade, however, many FTCs evolved to meet the individual needs of parents
and children. Still, services felt disconnected from each another and often overlooked
the health of parent-child or family relationships.  Today, model FTCs treat the parent,
child, and the family unit as a whole — allowing families to break the cycle of
substance use, child abuse, and neglect — while paving the way for healthy, stable
home environments where children can thrive. This course makes the abstract
concepts concrete, illustrating how teams can apply these principles at FTC pre-court
staffing and court hearings to improve outcomes for families in all FTC models
(integrated, parallel, and hybrid).

This Practice Academy course discusses quality parenting time as well as how to
objectively measure and track progress in strengthening the parent-child relationship
to support the family and inform decisions about parenting time expansion and
reunification. Parenting time is an essential component of reunification efforts for
children in out-of-home care, and FTC teams have the opportunity and responsibility
to encourage safe and frequent parent-child interactions that support bonding and
attachment.

Harnessing the Power of Parenting Time to Strengthen
the Parent-Child Relationship and Support Reunification
Efforts in Your Family Treatment Court

Disrupting Stigma to Support Meaningful Change for
Families in Family Treatment Court
This Practice Academy course invites FTC teams and practitioners to step back from
their daily interactions with families to consider how their thoughts, beliefs, and
language about parenting and SUDs influence how they interact with families.
Stigma about SUD, particularly related to child abuse and neglect and prenatal
exposure, affects the attitudes of healthcare and treatment professionals, social
service agencies/workers, family, friends, and the person with an SUD — creating
barriers for parents to seek help and engage in treatment, including medication-
assisted treatment. Further, disparities in accessing and completing treatment exist
for historically disadvantaged and other underserved groups. FTC teams must
actively identify and disrupt stigma in interactions, expectations, language, and
policies affecting families. This course provides teams with a framework to begin
dismantling practices that do not benefit all families.
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For more information and to register:

The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention supports the Family Drug Court
Training and Technical Assistance Program. However, the field is shifting to the term “family
treatment court” to acknowledge the broader treatment needs of families.
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https://cffutures.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_axC575X6Tq2XDAyg180GDA
https://cffutures.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_axC575X6Tq2XDAyg180GDA
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